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Asier Mendizabal (Ordizia, Guipuzkoa, 1973) is one of the 
Basque artists of the new generation who pays most attention 
to the relations between form, discourse and ideology. His 
oeuvre could be described as a critique of ideology based on 
the mise en scène of the structures that shape it. Through the 
expanded fields of art, rock music, cinema, politics and 
theory his view on social structures leads him to sketch out a 
map of the totality of production relations. Asier 
Mendizabal's transversal, multidisciplinary approach focuses 
sharply on the difficulties of representation inherent in the 
political, as well as on the gaps between artistic activity and 
the "political unconscious" present in cultural productions, 
manifestations of the collective and mass movements. 
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SIGNALS, 
CALLS AND 
MARCHES 

(…what military music is to music) 
 
Asier Mendizabal 
 

1.1.1.1.    
The new thing, that’s how the jazz tendency that would afterwards adopt the less 
emphatic name of free jazz first called itself. Even today this sixties moment is 
mentioned as an excessive, unassimilable moment in which the line of what was 
supportable in terms of formal experimentation was crossed in order to go over to 
the terrain of cacophony, if not of charlatanism. It’s undeniable that to a large 
extent the reaction of self-righteous critics had reasons extra to the musical ones, 
given that the position the new thing sought to occupy wasn’t just that of a formal 
revolution but of the advent of a new, self-aware individual who, based on an 
updating of the racial representations that had formed their context, laid claim to 
jazz as a political tool. Reclaiming black identity depended upon re-appropriating 
the cultural expression of jazz in order to define its differentiated space within 
modernity. To do this meant rewriting the features of identity by separating them 
off from condescending racial typologies that saw in jazz a spontaneous 
interpretation of Western music. As a result, it was necessary, on the one hand, to 
place oneself “outside” conventional musical language, to deprive oneself of any 
canonical rule of composition, as a way of identifying one’s own thing. On the 
other hand, it was necessary to reconcile the rupture with the re-appropriation of 
the original element. In the case of the reclamation of black identity, the return 
to Africa advocated by Marcus Garvey, cyclically updated by different generations, 
was unavoidable. Two opposed and complementary tensions, then, in order to 
avail oneself of a language of one’s own. Structural renovation, that of the break 
with composition, opens the way thanks to Ornette Coleman and his double 
quartet, which recorded Free Jazz: A Collective Improvisation (1960), the record 
that would lend its name to the phenomenon when it came to its critico-academic 
assimilation. On it, two quartets improvise simultaneously in adjacent 
soundproofed cabins in a recording studio. One take occupies the right channel, 
the other the left. Occupying themselves with the re-appropriation of the original 
element will be, for example Sun-Ra or Pharoah Sanders, who in his Summun 
Bukmun Umyun (1970), in harmony with the avatars of Afro-American 
nationalism, passes directly from Africanism to Islamic proselytism. 
 
In this context the figure of Albert Ayler is extremely interesting and helps us 
define a more complex aesthetic course of action than the two fundamental 
vectors mentioned above. Albert Ayler is one of the pillars of avant-garde jazz, 
despite his early death in 1970 at the age of 34. Ayler had enlisted in the US 
Army as a musician in a military band and reconciled this situation with 
experimentation based on bebop and hardbop. Mobilised by the army in Paris, he 
comes into contact with the European scene, a scene more permeable to new 
forms. And in Paris also begins his study and deconstruction of an unexpected 
European musical tradition: band music and fanfare, marches and national 
anthems. Obsessed by La Marseillaise, he creates many variations of it, which he 
has merge with The Star-Spangled Banner, with the self-confessed intention of  
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thematically linking the two historical revolutions, yet with the more interesting 
result of appropriating by means of the anthem form an uncomfortable but 
extremely effective signifier, which is extrapolated in the twisting by Ayler of the 
meaning of its ideological content. 
 
 
 

2.2.2.2.    
Poblado Aristrain, which the Academy of the Basque Language has recently 
renamed Ihurre, is a residential area attached to a steel-rebar factory and which 
houses part of its workforce and their families. Created in 1960, it welcomed 
much of the manpower arriving from Galicia, Castille or Extremadura, and at the 
present time is made up of some 700 inhabitants. Today, the religiously inclined 
paternalism that suffused the factory owner’s relationship with the workers is 
something of an enigmatic sign, an incomprehensible trace of an era in which 
National-Catholic authoritarianism showed its amiable other side in the form of a 
pious condescension that was genuinely concerned about alienation yet incapable 
of taking on board the real basis for it. 
 
The pleasant little houses were set out in three parallel streets and each had its 
small garden, cared for by the company’s maintenance service. A co-op in the 
middle of the central street of the estate and some sports facilities at one end of 
it anticipated the supermarkets and leisure facilities that would take a further 
decade to become general in the rest of the region. The parish church occupied 
the other end of the street, thereby completing the services the company provided 
for a community that embodied the reverse side of the communitarian utopia. As 
a perverse sign of that impossible community, the movement flows in the village 
are still regulated by the deafening signal of the siren that marks the change of 
shift in the factory. 
 
 
 

3.3.3.3.    
Of the welter of anti-imperialist references The Clash introduced to a youth 
culture hitherto more tempted by two opposed poles, the cynical nihilist one and 
the ironic Situationist one, the aspect which most irritated the punk community 
was their resorting to the orthodoxy of the internationalist far-Left. In particular, 
their taste for depictions of the paramilitary, which they borrowed from South-
American guerrilla fighters or European armed groups. There was something more 
in that fascination with the military that had to do with a certain notion of 
comradeship, which is the cause of the desire that remains hidden in its 
vindication of the struggle. Ripped uniforms, flags as a backdrop to their 
concerts, backdrops with projected Second World War bomber pilots, allusions to 
the RAF (the faction, not the bomber pilots’ entity) or to the Red Brigades 
referred more to the enjoyment sustaining the group as a paradigm of fraternity 
than to a vision of the world that they were seeking to preach. The public 
explanation given of the traumatic expulsion of their drummer Topper Headon 
was of the ideological sort. As in a purge, it was explained that Topper Headon 
didn’t share the group’s political project. The truth is that the insupportable thing 
for the group was the drummer’s devastating addiction to heroin, which rendered 
their functioning as a collective impossible. In line with that idea of loyalty as a 
paradigmatic value, the group didn’t survive the expulsion and publicly made, on 
repeated occasions, a severe and very emotional self-criticism of the failed 
attempt to continue by changing members. What always strikes me about all this 
is that in spite of all the insistence on the signs of “boy-scoutism” as virile 
fraternity, the formal element that really maintains the threatening military tone 
of The Clash’s music proceeds from Topper Headon himself. The way in which he 
tunes the snare drum and the energy with which he plays it to make it sound, in 
all their songs, like a machine-gun. 
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4.4.4.4.    
Gang of Four, as well as being the scapegoats par excellence in the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution, which purged Mao’s own wife in this ill-fated quartet, is the 
name of a rock band. One of the most lucid rock bands that have taken it upon 
themselves to describe emotional feelings in a non-transcendental way. Faced 
with the modesty with which the punk posture sublimates the ever-implicit desire 
in its group codes, Gang of Four doesn’t stop talking about love; but does so from 
a point of view we could describe as – to say it with a certain humour – 
materialist: “Love crops up quite a lot as something to sing about; most groups 
make most of their songs about falling in love or how happy they are to be in love. 
You occasionally wonder why these groups do sing about it all the time. It’s 
because these groups think there’s something very special about it – either that 
or else it’s because everybody else sings about it and always has. You know, to 
burst into song you have to be inspired and nothing inspires quite like love. These 
groups and singers think that they appeal to everyone because apparently 
everyone has or can love, or so they would have you believe, anyway – but these 
groups go along with the belief that love is deep in everyone’s personality. I don’t 
think we’re saying there’s anything wrong with love; we just don’t think that what 
goes on between two people should be shrouded in mystery.” 
 
 
Text published in Itinerarios 2005/2006. XIII Becas de Artes Plásticas. 
Santander: Fundación Marcelino Botín, 2007 and in Asier Mendizabal. 
Barcelona: MACBA, 2008, pp. 145-148. 
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